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 will test a few things for you SolarisBoy: nice, but I think there is like 10 dvd's and about 6 burned dvds.. so I need to know which one before I buy them.. !upgrade | trism trism: For upgrading, see the instructions at - see also SolarisBoy: okay thanks :) im checking to see which ones we have you can try them all ok, so I am dual booting Ubuntu, Windows 7. My laptop doesn't have DVD, but I have a
USB drive that I can use to burn an ISO image to. I'd like to upgrade to 12.04 (from 10.10) but I want to make sure I do it right trism: You can use do-release-upgrade to upgrade to 10.04 directly from 11.04. ok, but in the end i still dont have the bootflag I plan to upgrade to 12.10 once it's released vooze: you can also try from the livecd - on the livecd you can do chroot your existing install to see what
is available for apt-get is there anyone in here who can help me with a unity launcher issue? Jordan_U: I see, not recommended really, though it would be what I do when I have another ubuntu system I have seen a couple of posts on the forums and i have tried what was suggested there I am running Linux Ubuntu 12.04 LTS Jordan_U: thanks but it doesnt do anything SolarisBoy: yeah I guess I'll have

to make a live usb first then.. so then I have to make sure it's not going to break anything Jordan_U: I was going to suggest the -d option to do-release-upgrade, it would 82157476af
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